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Abstract- Evaluation of the research status of the academic institution provides it with the possibility of 

accurate research policymaking. Scientometric indicators are important tools for evaluating scientific 

activities of individuals, groups, and institutions. The current research aims to analysis the research 

performance of medical universities in Northern Iran based on quantitative and qualitative scientometric 

indicators. In this cross-sectional descriptive study, the Scopus-indexed scientific documents provided by 

medical universities in the Northern Iran have been studied in terms of number of publications, number of 

citations, average number of Citations per Publication (C/P), Field-Weighted Citation Impact (FWCI), 

scientific collaborations, the number of in top 10% citation percentile, and the number of publications in top 

10% journal percentile according to CiteScore, Source Normalized Impact per Paper (SNIP), and 

SCImagoJournal Rank (SJR) indicators during a five years period. According to the findings, Mazandaran 

University of Medical Sciences has gained the highest position in terms of the number of publications and 

citations, number of publications with international and national collaborations, and  academic-industrial 

collaborations., while Golestan University of Medical Sciences has gained a higher position in terms of 

scientific outputs in top 10% citation percentile and journal percentile, CiteScore, SNIP, SJR and C/P. In 

terms of the FWCI indicator, Golestan University of Medical Sciences has achieved the highest value. 

Considering academic status and research capabilities of medical universities in the Northern Iran, increasing 

academic-industrial collaboration, expanding academic collaboration with superior universities and 

institutions around the world can be effective in increasing the quality of research and upgrading academic 

ranks of universities at national, regional and international levels. 
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Introduction 
 

Nowadays, the position and global authority of the 

countries and their basis for comprehensive 

development depend on the production of knowledge 

and research-based achievements, in addition to their 

applications at the global level. Therefore, giving 

importance to research and increasing research activities 

in each and every country results in their development 

and progress; and, it provides them with self-sufficiency 

and real independence (1). On the other hand, research is 

considered as one of the main missions of the medical 

faculties (2). Specifying the status of scientific outputs 

and advancements in various subject domains may be 

indicative of a comprehensive picture of the type of 

scientific activity performed by researchers and authors 

in related fields; and, it may result in the identification 

of the weakness and strength points of various research 

cases performed (3). 

Scientometric studies can help research 

policymakers in allocating budget, creating a balance 

between budget and costs, appointing appointments, and 

promoting researchers and ranking academic institutes 

(4).Scientometrics indicators are important tools for 

evaluating scientific activities (5). These indicators are 

based on the following four variables: creators, scientific 
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outputs, references, and citations received by scientific 

works (6). Meanwhile, citation indicators play an 

important role in the evaluation of scientific activities 

(7). Citation analysis can provide clear information on 

the scientific activities of an individual, research group, 

journal, or higher education institution (8). In addition to 

the citation count, the number of most cited papers could 

also be used as an indicator for the review of research 

quality (9,10). Simultaneous use of quantitative 

indicators of scientific outputs and qualitative indicators 

of publications in the top 10% citation percentile in 

addition to the FWCI which measures the citation level 

of the scientific outputs of a particular country, 

university, or researcher are important factors for 

assessment of universities. 

Field-Weighted Citation Impact (FWCI) is a 

Snowball Metric which takes into account the 

differences in research behavior across disciplines. It 

also accounts for field-dependent citation differences 

and thus can be used across different disciplines. FWCI 

is defined as the ratio of the citations actually received 

by denominator's output, and the average citations 

received by all other similar publications. An FWCI=1 

means the output performs just as expected for the 

global average. An FWCI> 1 means the output is cited 

less than expected by the global average (11). Currently, 

rating indicators of publications such as SJR (SCImago 

Journal Rank), SNIP (Source Normalized Impact per 

Paper), and Cite Score in Scopus database can be 

considered valid indicators for assessing the 

performance of universities in terms of publications. 

According to Glänzel et al., The compilation pattern 

of scientific publications and the tendency of researchers 

to contribute to research activities vary from one field to 

another (12) Scientometric indicators are frequently 

used to evaluate the researchers, disciplines, universities, 

countries and regions based on their scientific  

performance (13). Numerous studies are considered as 

evidence of increasing international scientific 

contributions of researchers in various fields of medical 

sciences (14,15). On the other hand, many studies have 

been done on the effect of scientific cooperation on 

scientific outputs' quality increase in various countries. 

Pečlin et al., believe that those papers, written through 

the international scientific contribution in the field of 

medical sciences, have more chance of being published 

in qualitative journals and turned to the most cited 

papers. These researchers consider international 

collaborations as the cause of increasing access to 

scientific outputs (16). A study conducted on scientific 

outputs in the field of medical sciences in Malaysia 

showed that papers generated by international 

collaborations received more citations on average 

compared to those produced by individuals or those 

derived from domestic cooperation (17). The results 

from another study on the international collaboration of 

Indian researchers in the field of medical sciences 

showed that these papers have been published in 

journals with higher quality and have received more 

citations (18). This way, it seems that academic 

cooperation can be applied as an important indicator in 

the university's and academic institutions' research 

evaluation. 

During the last decades, Iran has experienced 

remarkable development in various fields especially in 

medical science. Iranian universities have played a 

major role in this development by supporting research 

and knowledge dissemination (19). In 2017, the Iranian 

trends in health research outputs and their contribution 

to total science products during the period 2000-2014 

were evaluated through a scientometric study. The study 

showed that 237,056 scientific documents had been 

published during the 15 years period, of which 81,867 

(34.53%) were assigned to fields related to health (20). 

Eftekhari and colleagues ranked research production 

of Iranian medical universities based on international 

indicators. They reported that about 17% of papers from 

Iranian medical universities published in top-ranked 

journals and 15% published with international 

collaborations. The average paper per faculty member 

was 1.14, according to their study (21). In 2017, Aldieri 

and colleagues investigated the impact of internal and 

external research collaborations on the scientific 

performance to assess the performance of universities in 

some European countries, including Germany, France, 

Italy, the UK and Russia in the Scopus database. They 

considered the number of publications and the field-

weighted citation impact and the publication share in 

10% of most cited articles to determine the extent to 

which the internal and external institutional 

cooperation's impact is sensitive to the geographical 

dimension of the data (22). 

Scientific outputs of the Mazandaran University of 

Medical Sciences in the Scopus database (1992-2013) 

have been mapped by Riahi et al., Their findings 

showed that scientific outputs of the university had had 

positive quantitative growth; however, a large number of 

papers has been published in journals with low impact 

factor (23). The results of another research showed that 

the Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences had a 

better status in terms of H-index and scientific outputs 

during 2005-2010, compared with other medical 
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universities in Northern Iran (24). In terms of science 

production and the average number of citations per 

publications in the Web of Science citation database, 

this university positioned at the top of other universities 

in Northern Iran (25). On the other hand, numerous 

cases of research are indicative of the expansion of 

international scientific collaborations in Iran (26,27). 

The current study used a wide range of quantitative 

and qualitative scientometric indicators including 

number of publications, number of citations they 

received, the average citations per publication, FWCI 

indicator, institutional, national, and international levels 

of scientific collaboration, academic-industrial 

collaboration, publications in top 10% citation 

percentile, and publications in top 10% journal 

percentile according to CiteScore, SNIP, and SJR 

indicators. FWCI measures the relationship between the 

citation level of scientific outputs of a particular country, 

university, or researcher; and, in fact, it shows the ratio 

of received citations to the global average in a subject 

field, type of article, and year of publication. 

Publications in the top 10% citation percentile show 

those scientific outputs of an organization or country 

with a high percentage of citation received from among 

the voluminous scientific outputs. International 

collaborations also measure that group of scientific 

outputs produced by at least two authors and two 

countries' affiliation. This research analyses the research 

performance of Iranian medical universities in the 

Northen Iran in a way that the weakness and strength 

points of the research procedure would be identified in 

these universities. It can help research policymakers to 

plan for necessary actions and make appropriate 

interventions in terms of improving the scientific status 

of universities. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

In this cross-sectional descriptive study, the 

scientific outputs of the medical universities in the 

Northern Iran including Guilan, Mazandaran, Babol and 

Golestan Universities of Medical Sciences in Scopus 

database have been studied for a five years period from 

the beginning of 2012 to end 2016 To extract data, the 

organizational affiliation of each of the aforementioned 

universities has first been searched separately in the 

"affiliation" field of the Scopus database. Next, each 

university's records during 2012-2016 have been studied 

separately, based on the year of publication, number of 

citations, and the average number of citations per 

publication. The SciVal citation analysis database has 

been applied for computing of FWCI, and academic-

industrial  collaborations. The results reported in the 

forms of graphs and tables. 

 

Results 
 

According to the results the Mazandaran University 

of Medical Sciences has had the highest number of 

scientific outputs (2364) and citations received (13386) 

during the five years period of the study. The lowest 

number of indexed papers (843) and the lowest level of 

received citations (3389) in Scopus have been related to 

Golestan and Guilan Universities of Medical Sciences, 

respectively. Highest (6.9) and lowest (3.2) average 

numbers of citations to scientific outputs have been 

related to Golestan and Babol Universities of Medical 

Sciences, respectively (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Citation Analysis of the North Iranian Medical Universities Publications 

2012-2016 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 
University 

C/P C P C/P C P C/P C P C/P C P C/P C P C/P C P 

5.7 13386 2364 2 1217 620 10 4981 500 5.4 2627 486 5.8 2679 459 6.3 1882 299 
Mazandaran University of 

Medical Sciences 

3.2 3875 1224 1.2 373 315 2.5 623 249 3.5 539 241 5 1008 202 4.8 1032 217 
BabolUniversity of Medical 

Sciences 

3.7 3389 924 1.3 316 248 2.9 636 218 4.7 777 164 5.2 823 159 6.2 837 135 
GuilanUniversity of Medical 

Sciences 

5.8 4886 843 6.9 1631 238 3.8 643 171 4.4 680 154 5.8 829 142 8 1103 138 
GolestanUniversity of 

Medical Sciences 

 

 

Various types of collaborations in terms of scientific 

production of universities in Northern Iran are presented 

and compared in Table 2. The results showed that 

among the Iranian medical universities, the academic-

industrial  share of Golestan and Mazandaran 

Universities had been 11 publications. Meanwhile, 

Guilan and Babol Universities of Medical Sciences have 

produced no article in cooperation with industry. 
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Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences has gained 

a higher position than the other universities  

respectively, with 220, 1198, and 917 publications, in 

terms of international, national, and institutional 

collaborations within the time interval of the  study. This 

university also gained a higher position in terms of 

number of citations and the average number of citations 

per publication resulted from international and national 

collaboration, compared to other medical universities of 

Northern Iran. In terms of FWCI, Mazandaran 

University of Medical Sciences has gained the highest 

position among other universities with respectively 5.84, 

0.68, and 92.77 publications due to international, 

national, and academic-industrial collaborations. In 

terms of documents with one author, Babol University 

of Medical Sciences has had the highest FWCI indicator 

(0.94), the highest number of citations (351), and the 

highest average citations per publication (16.7). 

 

 

Table 2. Academic Collaboration of the Northern Iranian Medical Universities 

University Indicator 
International 

Collaboration 

National 

Collaboration 

Institutional 

Collaboration 

Single 

Authorship 

(No 

Collaboration) 

Academic-

Industrial 

Collaboration 

Mazandaran 

University 

of Medical 

Sciences 

Publication 220 1198 917 29 11 

Percentage 9.3 50.7 38.8 1.2 0.5 

Citation 5802 5005 2480 99 4251 

Citation/Publication 26.4 4.2 2.7 3.4 386.5 

FWCI 5.84 0.68 0.43 0.6 92.77 

Golestan 

University 

of Medical 

Sciences 

Publication 147 492 179 25 11 

Percentage 17.4 58.4 21.2 3 1.3 

Citation 2247 2013 560 66 1180 

Citation/Publication 15.3 4.1 3.1 2.6 107.3 

FWCI 5.65 0.67 0.56 0.33 62.25 

Guilan 

University 

of Medical 

Sciences 

Publication 102 477 333 10 0 

Percentage 11 51.6 36.3 1.1 0 

Citation 761 1668 905 55 0 

Citation/Publication 7.5 3.5 2.7 5.5 0 

FWCI 1.2 0.57 0.44 0.46 0 

Babol 

University 

of Medical 

Sciences 

Publication 83 563 557 21 0 

Percentage 6.8 46 45.5 1.7 0 

Citation 410 1743 1371 351 0 

Citation/Publication 4.9 3.1 2.5 16.7 0 

FWCI 0.76 0.48 0.41 0.94 0 

 

 

Results provided in Table 3 show that Golestan 

University of Medical Sciences has had the highest 

number of publications in the top 10% journal percentile 

in terms of CiteScore, SNIP, and SJR indicators, 

respectively, with 9, 3.8 and 8.1%. The lowest number 

of publications in the top 10% journal in terms of the 

CiteScore indicator has been 3.1% and related to the 

Babol University of Medical Sciences. As far as 

publications in the top 10% citation percentile are 

concerned, the highest (190) and the lowest (53) 

numbers of publications produced by the Mazandaran 

and Guilan Universities of Medical Sciences 

respectively. 

The highest rate of FWCI (3.68) for publications of 

the universities understudy has been related to 2016 and 

to the Golestan University of Medical Sciences. Overall, 

the FWCI rate for the five-year period has been 1.5, 

1.07, 0.59, and 0.47 for Golestan, Mazandaran, Guilan, 

and Babol Universities of Medical Sciences respectively 

(Table 4). 

Graph (1) shows the scientific outputs of the 

publications in the top 10% citation percentile of the 

medical universities in Northern Iran, separately for 

each year of the period under study. According to the 

results and in comparison with their previous year, 

Babol (63), Golestan (39), and Guilan (23) The 
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universities have shown a growing trend, while, the 

Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences has shown 

a severe drop (43) interms of publications in the top 

10% citation percentile in 2016 compared to that of 

2015. 

 

Table 3. Comparison of Highly Cited Publications of the Northern Iranian Medical Universities 

University 

Publications in Top 10% 

Journal Percentile 

(CiteScore) 

Publications in Top 

10% Journal Percentile 

(SNIP) 

Publications in Top 10% 

Journal Percentile 

(SJR) 

Publications in Top 10% 

Citation Percentile 

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 

Mazandaran 

University of 

Medical 

Sciences 

112 4.7 52 2.2 48 2.3 190 8.0 

Golestan 

University of 

Medical 

Sciences 

76 9.0 32 3.8 68 8.1 87 10.3 

Babol 

University of 

Medical 

Sciences 

38 3.1 20 1.6 36 3.0 64 5.2 

Guilan 

University of 

Medical 

Sciences 

46 5.0 11 1.2 32 3.5 53 5.7 

 

Table 4. Ranking Northern Iranian Medical Universities According to Field Weighted Citation Impact 

FWCI 

2012-2016 

FWCI 

2016 

FWCI 

2015 

FWCI 

2014 

FWCI 

2013 

FWCI 

2012 
University Rank 

1.50 3.68 0.74 0.64 0.58 0.63 

GolestanUniversity 

of Medical 

Sciences 

1 

1.07 0.88 2.29 0.77 0.68 0.47 

Mazandaran 

University of 

Medical Sciences 

2 

0.59 0.63 0.61 0.65 0.55 0.47 

GuilanUniversity 

of Medical 

Sciences 

3 

0.47 0.53 0.56 0.46 0.45 0.33 

Babol University 

of Medical 

Sciences 

4 

 

 
Graph 1. The Trend of the Northern Iranian Medical Universities Publications in Top 10% Citation Percentile 
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Discussion 
 

The results indicate that during the period 2012-

2016, the Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences 

has had the highest rate of scientific output with the 

highest citation rate. According to Riahi and colleagues, 

the Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences showed 

an increase in scientific publications indexed by the 

Scopus database during the period 1992-2013 (23). 

Results from another study also showed that the 

Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences was 

positioned the highest rank of universities in Northern  

Iran, in terms of science productions and the average 

number of citations per document in Web of Science 

(25). According to the present study, the average 

number of citations per publication in Golestan 

University of Medical Sciences has been higher than 

other medical universities in Northern Iran. An 

increasing number of citations would indicate higher 

quality of scientific outputs (28,29); therefore, it seems 

that the quality of the Golestan University of Medical 

Science publications has been higher, in comparison to 

the other medical universities of Iran. 

In terms of scientific collaborations, Mazandaran and 

Golestan Universities of Medical Sciences have 

produced respectively the largest number of publications 

produced underinternational collaboration. According to 

the other researches, international research 

collaborations could improve the number of scientific 

papers (30,31). This way, it seems that creating a proper 

ground for the expansion of international collaborations 

may result in a quantitative and qualitative increase in 

the scientific output of Iranian medical universities. 

The present study showed that those publications 

from Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences 

produced by international and national as well as 

academic-industrial collaborations had been more 

desirable status in terms of citations, citations per 

publication and FWCI indicators. It seems that the 

number of citations received by each paper has a direct 

relationship with FWCI, in various types of academic 

collaborations. According to Bornamann, the citation 

impact of papers has a relationship with academic 

collaborations (32). Most cited papers are written by 

more researchers; and, they are mostly written through 

international collaborations (16-18,31,33). Scientific 

collaboration increases the quality of research conducted 

through international collaboration (34). Moreover, the 

FWCI would be increased through international 

academic collaborations (35). Therefore, it seems that 

scientific collaborations and FWCI can be considered as 

qualitative indicators in evaluating and ranking 

academic institutions and universities. 

According to CiteScore, SNIP, and SJR indicators, 

the Golestan University of Medical Sciences 

publications in the top 10% of the journal's percentile 

have been higher than other universities in the medical 

sciences in Northern Iran. Meanwhile, Golestan, Giulan 

and Babol universities of medical sciences have shown a 

growing trend of publications in the top 10% citation 

percentiles during 2012-2016, with an even steeper 

rising slope for Babol University during 2015-2016 (14 

to 63 most citations), compared to other medical 

universities in Northern Iran. However, the growing 

trend of the Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences 

from 2012 to 2015 turned into a downward trend, in 

2016. It seems that selecting top journals in each field by 

academic researchers may result in an increasing 

number of papers used and a number of citations they 

receive. On the other hand, it seems that there is a direct 

relationship between the FWCI of scientific outputs in a 

university and its publications in the top 10% journal 

percentile. This can be evidence of the effect of 

publications in top journals on scientific works being 

more viewed. More importantly, it can result in a 

growing number of citations and papers by the FWCI 

rate. 

In general, Guilan, Mazandaran, Babol and Golestan 

Universities of Medical Sciences need to elevate their 

international and academic-industrial collaborations in 

order to improve the quality of their scientific 

publications and their positions in academic ranking 

systems. An analytical study of effective and preventive 

factors in research collaborations of faculty members of 

Iranian medical universities can pave the way for 

improving academic collaborations at national, regional, 

and international levels. Novel research policies should 

be designed to empower the research abilities of faculty 

members as well as their information knowledge.  
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